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Abstract 

The U.S. copyright termination law inalienably allows authors to terminate copyright licenses 

to their creations 35 years after initial transfer, and to take back the rights granted. However, 

there currently exists one restriction in the law that provokes conflicts between authors and 

publishers: creations that are work made for hire are excluded from the termination clause. A 

related problem is that the policy and wording of the law are ambiguous. Authors 

systematically insist on recovering the copyrights of their creations, whereas publishers claim 

continuation of license usage based on the work made for hire inclusion in contracts. This fact 

and the strong dependence of authors on publishers' investments and expertise may undermine 

termination incentives and make the termination law inapplicable. 

Using a Bayesian updating model, we predict the equilibrium behavior in an interaction 

between authors and publishers. The paper demonstrates that the problem of information 

asymmetry may prevent copyright terminations if authors fear a non-cooperative behavior of 

their publishers. High motivational factors and convincing outside options may foster 

termination incentives of authors. The results additionally show that courts' decisions have a 

substantial impact on the interaction between the players and can guide their incentives to 

terminate and to act cooperatively. High court costs however deter authors from terminating 

copyright licenses and cause non-cooperative behavior of publishers. 
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1. Introduction 

Victor Willis has done it, and others like Don Henley, Bruce Springsteen, and Billy Joel are 

willing to do it: influential authors in the music business are now opting to make use of the 

U.S. copyright termination law, with the purpose to reclaim copyright ownership to their 

recordings, among which are world-famous hits like "YMCA", performed by the Village 

People, or "Heartache Tonight", recorded by the band The Eagles. Top-selling albums like 

Michael Jackson's "Thriller", Madonna's "Like a Virgin", or Prince's "Purple Rain" may soon 

follow suit. Licenses over characters appearing in famous comic books, movies, or bestseller 

novels may become subject to terminations as well, as different industries, all of which 

depend upon the creation and exploitation of copyrightable works, are affected. 

In a time when publishers
1
 from many creative industries disproportionately rely on their back 

catalog sales, the intent to terminate copyrights poses a significant threat to income; thus they 

put considerable effort into circumventing termination rights. As many creations are still 

valuable, authors and publishers have much to gain or lose by holding the copyright, and thus 

there seems to be a high potential for conflict in many creative industries (Strohm 2003; 

Browne 2011; Rohter 2011; Darling 2015). 

Let us first examine the details of the copyright termination law in order to understand the 

potential source of conflict. Since 1978
2
, authors or their statutory heirs are enabled to 

terminate the copyrights to their creations 35 years after they have assigned away copyright 

ownership to a publishing company.
3
 This termination right is inalienable and any contract to 

the contrary is unenforceable. The law applies to any type of copyrightable creation, and 

includes such diverse media as sound recordings, software, photographs, movie rights, literary 

works, and comics (Strohm 2003; Rub 2013; Darling 2015). With the introduction of the 

termination law, Congress intended to overcome the problem wherein publishers regularly use 

their dominant positions in negotiations to obtain copyright licenses from weakly positioned 

authors in perpetuity: authors should be enabled to regain more control over their creations to 

improve their financial performances (Starshak 2001; Browne 2011; Abdullahi 2012; Rub 

2013). 

                                                           
1
 Publishers are all intermediaries between authors and consumers of protected works with the purpose to market 

these, e.g. labels in the music industry or book publishers in the print media. 
2
 Pre-1978 grants are regulated separately under 17 U.S.C. §304 but will be excluded due to the deviating 

specifications of the law. In addition, two major amendments should be mentioned which lead to the status quo: 

the Copyright Term Extension Act and the Copyright Corrections Act of 2000. 
3
 The termination of copyright grants thereby usually relates to the transfer of the rights to control content, 

distribution, display, advertising, and derivative products. 
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However the termination right also has some restrictions
4
: for example authors need to file a 

termination notice within a certain period before the date of effective termination. Another 

limitation of the termination law, which is also of substantial importance to this paper, is that 

the right is not granted to authors whose works are created as "work made for hire".
5
 Work 

made for hire is defined such that authors act as employees under contract to a firm and create 

works within the scope of their employment relationship: these works are exempted from 

terminations. On the contrary, there are also independent contractors who create and sell 

copyright grants on their own behalf, whose works are consequently not exempted from 

termination. 

The dichotomy poses a problem: the law does indeed not allow a separate transfer of the 

termination right by contract, however a contract does not require the exclusion of the 

termination right if the contract is work made for hire. Additionally, the current legal position 

is apparently inconsistent, leading to ambiguities about which creations are work made for 

hire and which are not. Even the fact that contract designs routinely contain the work made 

for hire clause
6
 does not seem to clarify the actual legal position. 

Consequently, recent experience suggests a "hailstorm of litigation" because authors believe 

that their creations were not made for hire, whereas publishers claim that most contracts were 

concluded under this clause (Strohm 2003; Henslee & Henslee 2011; Abdullahi 2012; Darling 

2015). Strohm (2003) claims that the policy and language of the law are not defined sharply 

enough, and that more legislation may be required to circumvent costly litigations over 

copyright ownership. If legislation is impossible, courts should be induced to provide 

clarification about copyright ownership in the case of terminations (Strohm 2003). Henslee & 

Henslee (2011) argue that Congress has fallen short in emphasizing the predictability of 

copyright ownership. Other contributions in the literature agree that the determination of 

copyright ownership will likely be the first issue to be litigated (Strohm 2003; Abdullahi 

2012; Gilbert 2016).
7
 

The problem with litigation risk as a consequence of termination is, on the one hand, that it 

may simply undermine actually entitled authors' incentives to terminate (Strohm 2003; Rub 

2013; Darling 2015). Many authors are not financially equipped for litigation, and thus 

contesting a copyright claim may be an unaffordable proposition (Bebchuk 1998; Balganesh 

                                                           
4
 For more details see 17 U.S.C. §203(a). 

5
 Id. 

6
 It is often observed that authors agree on contracts while being unaware about the details, or comply with the 

details without resistance due to their weak bargaining position (Rohter 2013). 
7
 Strohm (2003) mentions that the determination of joint authorship may also significantly increase the number 

of litigation cases. For simplicity, this issue is left out and unanimous agreement in joint works is assumed, as 

the focus of this paper lies on the author-publisher relationship. 
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2013). Furthermore, authors are likely not aware of the legal technicalities, and may fear that 

any recourse to the court would harm their relationship with their publishers (Strohm 2003; 

Browme 2011; Abdullahi 2012; Darling 2015). Furthermore, authors' dependence on 

publishers' investments and expertise may undermine incentives to terminate (Darling 2015). 

The question about the effectiveness of the law has an important economic consequence: the 

introduction of the law took more than two decades of painstaking legal negotiations -

disregarding the necessary introduced and potential future amendments- and it would be a 

waste of resources to introduce a law that would not meet the desired effects (Strohm 2003; 

Darling 2015). 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the effectiveness of the law, i.e. whether or not 

terminations are likely to be realized in the shadow of legal uncertainty and an unsure reaction 

of publishers on terminations. We consider the problem of information asymmetry where 

publishers can observe whether authors terminate their grants, but where authors cannot 

observe publishers' attitudes towards terminations. For this purpose, we use a Bayesian 

signaling game which is related to the approach of Kirstein (2014). Kirstein's paper shows 

how the decisions of a doping enforcer (incompletely informed mover) to sanction may 

influence an athlete's (completely informed mover) probability to dope. In the underlying 

paper we analyze the interplay between the incompletely informed second mover (author) and 

the first mover (publisher) as well. A modification however is that we add a third player 

(judge) who may favor the author or the publisher to investigate effects of legal uncertainty of 

the equilibrium behavior of the involved parties. Another modification is the distinct structure 

of payoffs. 

The paper proceeds as follows: The next section introduces the model and its assumptions. 

We then compute the perfect Bayesian equilibria for the game under legal certainty and under 

legal uncertainty. Section 3 proceeds with a discussion, after which section 4 concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. The model 

2.1 Structure 

Suppose that an author
8
 (A) and a publisher (P) have a contractual relationship over a specific 

copyright transfer
9
 for a protected work at one point in time where A may send a termination 

                                                           
8
 The protected work may also be a result of joint authorship, but recall the assumption that several authors 

would unanimously make the same decision as to how to act in the entire game. 
9
 A copyright grant is usually a bundle of rights, associated with intellectual property ownership transfers to the 

publisher. This bundle usually constitutes the permission to display the protected work and to distribute it. 
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notice.
10

 P chooses whether or not to behave cooperatively, i.e. she has an attitude towards 

terminations. A chooses whether she terminates or abstains from terminating the copyright 

license. Assume that A and P are rational and profit maximizing individuals and let both 

contestants be risk neutral. Assume that authors prefer to terminate copyright grants if a 

publisher acts cooperatively because non-cooperative behavior may negatively affect their 

relationship and may trigger a legal dispute. Furthermore assume that publishers prefer to be 

cooperative if authors abstain from terminations because acting non-cooperatively may be 

costly with respect to the ongoing relationship and may be a negative signal to outside parties.  

The law provides a peculiarity about the information structure of the game: whereas P can 

observe A's move (recall that A must send a termination notice), it may be difficult for A to 

anticipate P's move perfectly. This may lead to an information asymmetry problem under 

which P is the better informed party. It is however sensible to assume that A is not completely 

blind because she may estimate P's move from observing her behavior in previous cases, from 

the media, or in a direct interactions. Thus assume a sequential interaction under which A 

follows P while learning from her signals. 

After P has made her choice whether to be cooperative or not, a chance move determines 

whether P is cooperative or non-cooperative, followed by A's decision whether or not to 

terminate. Of course it may be more sensible to assume that P makes her choice after having 

received a termination notice. Given incomplete and asymmetric information it is however 

required that all parties can generate beliefs about the other players based on the information 

revealed (Carmichael 2005). We should therefore assume that being cooperative is rather an 

attitude and not a reaction. 

The probability for the cooperative type of P is denoted x. We assume for the informative 

signal the two realizations signal: cooperative and signal: non-cooperative. Let y and z denote 

probabilities for a certain realization which are contingent on the type of player P. 

Consequently y=Pr(signal: cooperative|x), 1-y=Pr(signal: non-cooperative|x), z=Pr(signal: 

cooperative|1-x), and 1-z=Pr(signal: non-cooperative|1-x). 

We adopt a measure introduced by Kirstein (2014) which helps in solving the game for a 

Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium: authors are indeed imperfectly informed; however they may 

distinguish between a correct and an incorrect signal wherefore we adopt the assumption 

0<z<y<1. Now we can distinguish three cases where the author has perfect monitoring skills 

                                                           
10

 17 U.S.C. §203(a)(4)(A) provides that notice to the copyright office and to publishers "shall be served not less 

than two or more than ten years before that date". The law provides more specific requirements which may lead 

to different time spans or points in time where termination notices need to be sent; for the topic under scrutiny it 

however only matters that the author lies within this times span as to maintain the possibility of termination. 
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if y=1 and z=0, no monitoring skills if y=z, and positive monitoring skills if 0<z<y<1 

(Kirstein 2014). 

The information asymmetry problem leads to the circumstance that A's expectations depend 

on her beliefs about P's behavior. These beliefs can be updated to a posterior belief using 

Bayes Rule using A's observations of the imperfect signal. We denote these a posteriori 

beliefs λ=Pr(x|signal: cooperative), 1-λ=Pr(1-x|signal: cooperative), μ=Pr(x|signal: non-

cooperative), and 1-μ=Pr(1-x|signal: non-cooperative). Then player A moves choosing 

terminate and abstain whereby we introduce p=Pr(terminate|signal: cooperative), 1-

p=Pr(abstain|signal: cooperative), q=Pr(terminate|signal: non-cooperative), and 1-

q=Pr(abstain|signal: non-cooperative). Whenever P chooses to be non-cooperative and A 

terminates the copyright license this game assumes that another round starts where a judge 

has to resolve the legal dispute. We assume consistent expectations about the outcome at court 

and the judge favors A with probability γ. 

Figure 1 shows the sequence of events with the players' moves and the generated signals. The 

first decision node illustrates P's choice about her type to be cooperative or non-cooperative. 

Then there is a chance move illustrated by the two squares labeled "N" where the nature 

chooses a signal which is contingent on the type of P. P knows her own type but A does not 

and can only observe the signal. This uncertainty is illustrated in Figure 1 by the dotted lines 

between the nodes labeled "A". The author's a posteriori beliefs λ and μ can be found next to 

each respective node. Given that P is a cooperative type and A terminates the license, P has a 

zero payoff as the copyright license expires. A's payoff includes a termination revenue stream 

from a different source denoted T
11

 and a moral value M
12

. If A does not terminate, P earns 

the remaining expected revenue streams and A remains at zero.
13

 

If P is a non-cooperative type and A abstains from termination she will still get nothing. Due 

to our assumption that being non-cooperative is costly, a reputational loss denoted V is 

deducted from P's expected revenue streams and her payoff is R-V (see Figure 1). A 

termination however may lead to a legal dispute and adds a next round where a judge 

(illustrated by the circle labeled "J") favors A with probability γ. This implies that P prevails 

                                                           
11

 Termination revenue streams may for instance be earnings from a contract with another publisher or from self 

promotion. 
12

 The value to "regain control" over copyright ownership is often mentioned in the literature and seems to be an 

important driver with respect to authors' termination incentives (see e.g. Henslee & Henslee 2011, Rohter 2011, 

Rohter 2013) 
13

 It may also be that A still earns royalties dependent on the sales of P. This fact could be considered but would 

not contribute to the analysis as all that matters is a difference in value between the choices to terminate or to 

abstain from termination. This difference is already included in the model by T and M and the status quo 

between author and publisher is normalized to zero without loss of generality. 
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at court with probability 1-γ and that we assume the parties to have consistent expectations 

about courts decisions. Here we use the American cost allocation rule under which each party 

bears its own court costs and these costs are denoted ci where ∀iϵ{A, P}. The parameter L is a 

measure which assumes the loss of a partnership with the publisher, for example by being 

disregarded/"blacklisted" in the future.
14

 Contingent on the decision of the judge, P's expected 

payoff then is (1-γ)R-V-cP and A earns γ(T+M)-cA-L. 

 

 

Note that the payoff parameters ci, L, M, R, T, V>0 and that the probability parameters by 

intuition 0<p, q, x, y, z, λ, μ<1. Furthermore all payoff parameters and the signal quality 

parameters y and z are exogenous and common knowledge whereas the parameters p, q, x, λ, 

and μ are all endogenous. 

 

2.2 Optimal choice of the publisher 

Now that the game is defined we can derive the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (hereafter PBE) 

which will be denoted {(p*, q*), (λ*, μ*), x*}. Asterisks denote a player's optimal choice and 

the a posteriori beliefs in the equilibrium. In this section, we will first derive the optimal 

choice of the publisher as a best response function to the choice of the author, i.e. x*(p, q). 

                                                           
14

 This parameter is unilateral because authors are usually more dependent on one of a few publishers than a 

publisher on one of the many authors she has in her portfolio. 

Figure 1: Sequence of events 
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Regarding this the rational publisher chooses x as to maximize her own expected payoff. Her 

expected payoff can be denoted as 

 

EPOP=x[(1-p)(yR-z(R-V))+(1-q)((1-y)R-(1-z)(R-V))-((1-γ)R-cP-V)(zp+(1-z)q)]+z(p((1-γ)R-cP-

V)+(1-p)(R-V))+(1-z)(q((1-γ)R-cP-V)+(1-q)(R-V)). 

 

The first order condition for an internal maximum of P's expected payoff with respect to x is 

∂EPOP/∂x=p(z(R-V)-yR-z((1-γ)R-cP-V))+q((1-z)(R-V-((1-γ)R-cP-V))-(1-y)R)+V 0. This 

expression can be rearranged to [V+q((1-z)(γR+cP)-(1-y)R)]/[yR-z(γR+cP)]=p. Let σ=(1-

z)(γR+cP)-(1-y)R and τ=yR-z(γR+cP) then the we can define the publisher's best choice x*(p, 

q) as a response to the author's choice: 

 

p=(V+q*σ)/τ ↔ 0<x<1 

p<(V+q*σ)/τ ↔ x=1 

p>(V+q*σ)/τ ↔ x=0. 

(1) 

 

An outcome where 0<x<1 implies that P randomizes between being cooperative and non-

cooperative, i.e. she plays a mixed strategy. If x=0 then P chooses the pure strategy non-

cooperative and if x=1 she chooses the pure strategy cooperative. 

 

2.3 Optimal choice of the author 

In this section we derive the optimal response functions of the author. These function are the 

optimal choices of p*(x) and q*(x) as a reaction to the believed type of the publisher. In fact 

the author cannot observe the type of P; however the imperfect signal reveals some 

information to the author which at least helps in finding her optimal strategy. The fact that 

two possible signals are underlying implies that A has to information sets. Thus, if A for 

instance observes signal: cooperative, she does not know whether she is at the node λ or at 1-

λ as both situations are in one information set. This implies that there is uncertainty about 

which payoff can be realized. As a consequence, A makes a decision contingent on the 

realization of the signal. 

The author's expected payoff, given that she observes signal: cooperative, is EPOA, signal: 

cooperative=λp(T+M)+(1-λ)p(γ(T+M)-cA-L). She chooses her optimal strategy p as to maximize 

EPOA, signal: cooperative what reveals the first order condition ∂EPOA, signal: cooperative/∂p=λ(T+M-

!
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γ(T+M)+cA+L)+γ(T+M)-cA+L 0. Let φ=γ(T+M)-cA+L then we can be rearrange the first 

order condition to 

 

λ(T+M-φ)=-φ. (2) 

 

Equality (2) includes A's a posteriori belief about the cooperative signal for which Bayesian 

updating yields 

 

λ=xy/(xy+(1-x)z). (3) 

 

Using (3) to substitute λ in (2) we get (xy/(xy+(1-x)z))*(T+M-φ)=-φ which can be rewritten to 

x(y(T+M-φ)+yφ-zφ)=-zφ. Rearrangement with respect to the optimal choice of A's opponent 

yields x=[zφ]/[zφ-y(T+M)]. For easier comparability we denote the right hand side of the 

equality as xp. From this analysis we can follow A's optimal choice after having received 

signal: cooperative as a best response to her opponent, i.e. p*(x), 

 

x=xp ↔ 0<p<1 

x<xp ↔ p=0 

x>xp ↔ p=1. 

(4) 

 

An equal approach yields the authors optimal answer to her opponents move if she observes 

signal: non-cooperative. Here she chooses q as to maximize EPOA, signal: non-

cooperative=μq(T+M)+(1-μ)q(γ(T+M)-cA-L). The first derivative with respect to q yields the first 

order condition ∂EPOA, signal: non-cooperative/∂q=μ(T+M)+(1-μ)(γ(T+M)-cA-L) 0 which can be 

rewritten to 

 

μ(T+M-φ)=-φ. 

 
(5) 

Recall that φ was defined above. Bayesian updating reveals the a posteriori belief seeing a 

non-cooperative signal 

 

μ=(x(1-y))/(x(1-y)+(1-x)(1-z)). (6) 

 

!



!
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Substituting μ in equation (5) through (6), the first order condition in (5) is equivalent to (x(1-

y))/(x(1-y)+(1-x)(1-z))*(T+M-φ)=-φ. Rearrangement yields x((1-y)(T+M)-(1-z)φ)=-(1-z)φ 

and the best response condition of A to her opponent's choice is x=[(1-z)φ]/[(1-z)φ-(1-

y)(T+M)]. Here we abbreviate the right hand side with xq and we can define the optimal 

choice of A, who observes signal: non-cooperative, q*(x) as 

 

x=xq ↔ 0<q<1 

x<xq ↔ q=0 

x>xq ↔ q=1. 

(7) 

 

The results in (4) and (7) have the same intuition. Define xj for the moment where jϵ{p, q}. 

Then x=xj is the condition under which the author randomizes between terminating or 

abstaining from terminating the copyright license. But if x<xj the author chooses a pure 

strategy and abstains from termination. This is different if x>xj where A chooses the pure 

strategy terminate. Due to our assumption that 0<z<y<1 we can present the first result which 

will be helpful in the ongoing analysis: 

 

Corollary 1. i) xp<xq if all exogenous parameters are greater or equal to zero.
15

 ii) z=0 

implies that xP=0. iii) y=1 implies that xq=1 and consequently and λ=1. 

 

Proof. i) xp<xq is equivalent to [zφ]/[zφ-y(T+M)]< [(1-z)φ]/[(1-z)φ-(1-y)(T+M)] for which 

rearrangement yields z<y, what satisfies our assumption above. ∎ 

 

The author's best response to her opponent's choice, based on the received signals, is shown in 

Figure 2. The result in Corollary 1 proves the correctness of the illustration as xp<xq. p*(x) is 

represented by the dotted line and the bold line depicts q*(x). The horizontal lines to the 

left/right of xj imply the choice of the pure strategy terminate/abstain respectively. The 

vertical lines where x=xj represent a mixed strategy choice. Due to Corollary 1, we can limit 

our analysis to cases where xp<xq. 

                                                           
15

 This result is related and based on the same assumption as in Kirstein (2014). 
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2.4 Equilibrium analysis 

We can now use our results from the previous section to derive equilibrium combinations of 

behavioral strategies. A PBE will be denoted {(p*, q*),(λ*, μ*), x*}. In the following section, 

we limit our analysis to an environment where there is no legal uncertainty. We can induce 

this environment making two assumptions: the author will only terminate if she is legally 

permitted to do so
16

 what implies γ=1 ᴧ ci=0. The second assumption assures that there is no 

uncertainty about court's decision from what follows that court costs are zero as no party 

would be induced to bring the case to court. In the second section we allow for legal 

uncertainty, i.e. the parties are unsure whether the contract includes the work made for hire 

clause or not. To induce this we relax the currently made assumptions and allow for 0<γ<1 

and ci>0. 

 

2.4.1 Legal certainty 

Recall that in this section γ=1 ᴧ ci=0. Note that the analysis of perfect Bayesian equilibria 

predominantly depends on the calibration of the exogenous parameters and that multiple 

                                                           
16

 This is the case if the work made for hire clause is unaffected and the author was an independent contractor. 

Whether or not the author was an independent contractor could be checked using the Reid factors (as identified 

in Reid, 490 U.S. at 751-2). This implies that an author who signed a work made for hire contract would never 

terminate the copyright transfer. This assumption more or less stipulates a perfect world where both parties are 

aware and agree upon the rules. 

Figure 2: Optimal responses of the author 
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calibrations exist. For this reason we limit the ongoing analysis to the -as the author believes- 

most relevant/practical cases. Furthermore the following intermediate results help in 

determining the equilibrium behavior of the players: 

 

Lemma 1. i) If R>V>0 and q=0 then (V+q*σ)/τ>0. ii) If condition V>R(1-q)(y-z) is fulfilled 

then (V+q*σ)/τ>1 . iii) R<V implies (V+q*σ)/τ>1 for any 0<q<1.iv) The parameter 

calibration T+M>L reveals xp<0<1<xq. v) The parameter calibration T+M<L reveals 

0<xp<xq<1. 

 

Proof. The correctness of result in i) is obvious if we consider q=0 and cancel out τ what 

reveals V>0. We need to consider σ=(1-z)(γR+cP)-(1-y)R and τ=yR-z(γR+cP) again to prove 

ii). Keeping this and our assumptions that γ=1 and ci=0 in mind, we can rearrange condition 

(V+q*σ)/τ>1 to V+q*(y-z)R>(y-z)R what is equivalent to V>R(1-q)(y-z). Since y>z, the right 

hand side of this inequality is always smaller for R<V what fulfills the condition and 

consequently proves the result in iii). We can prove iv) by setting xp<0 what is equivalent to 

T+M>L and by setting xq>1 for what rearrangement reveals 0>-y(T+M), which is correct 

because y, T, M>0. The proof for v) follows from Corollary 1 i) and from xp, xq<0 what yields 

L>T+M. ∎ 

 

Note that under legal certainty the publisher's best response function limits to the exogenous 

parameters R,V, y, and z (recall equation (1)). Whereas the authors best response functions 

only consist of L, M, T, y, and z what makes it easier to limit the number of possible cases to 

the most practical cases. We therefore distinguish three practical stories: Case 1) the publisher 

has no more use for the copyright license and earns revenues close to zero
17

 wherefore R→0. 

The author sees an opportunity in regaining the copyright license and does not highly depend 

on a cooperation with P, i.e. M+T>L>0; Case 2) the publisher still exploits the copyright 

license which outweighs potential reputation losses, i.e. R>V>0. The author has the same 

status compared to case 1). Case 3) being non-cooperative may cause reputation losses which 

exceed the earnings from the copyright license and the author has the same status as in case 

1). The analysis of the cases reveals the next result: 

 

                                                           
17

 For technical reasons R must not be zero as this would make x* indeterminable because the denominator 

would be zero. 
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Proposition 1. Considering Corollary 1 and given the exogenous parameters L, M, R, T, V, y, 

and z, the game has the following perfect Bayesian equilibria: 

 Case 1): {(1, 1),(1, 1), 1} 

 Case 2): {(1, 0),(0, 0), 0} 

 Case 3): {(1, 0),(1, 1), 1}. 

 

Proof. Case 1) If P would choose cooperative behavior, i.e. x=1, then following Lemma 1 v) 

x>xq>xp>0 what implies p=q=1 if we consider (4) and (7). Due to q=1 Lemma 1 ii) definitely 

holds true and (V+σ)/τ>1. This implies x=1 and proves that there exists a PBE for this case. 

Case 2) Consider that P has something to lose what could justify a non-cooperative behavior 

wherefore x=0. T+M>L>0 implies xq>1>x>xP>0 (compare Lemma 1 v)) what yields p=1 

and q=0. If Lemma 1 i) and ii) hold then p>V/τ and consequently x=0 makes the PBE 

consistent. Case 3) Lemma 1 iii) shows that for the underlying circumstances (V+qσ)/τ>1 and 

it follows from Lemma 1 v) that xq>1>x>xq>0. Due to equations (4) and (7)  we know that 

p=1 and q=0 what entails that p<V/τ and following (1) x=1. Hence p=1, q=0, and x=1 are 

equilibrium strategies. ∎ 

 

The first case is rather intuitive: P has no use for the copyright and can avoid costs by 

behaving cooperatively. The signal in both information sets strongly reflects P's type and 

encourages the author to terminate the license in either way. This strategy is supported by the 

fact that A's expected termination revenue streams and the motivation value are high enough 

to outweigh losses from reduced partnership i.e. T+M>L. 

In case 2) the publisher has an incentive to fight for the copyright license because it still 

generates revenues which would outweigh potential reputation losses from non-cooperative 

behavior. This induces her to choose the pure strategy of non-cooperative behavior what 

generates the equivalent signals λ=μ=0. In the information set of the non-cooperative signal A 

abstains from termination because she fears the loss of a liaison. On the contrary, the 

information set signal: cooperative induces A to terminate the copyright grant. The same 

strategy is played by A in case 3). However, P again shows cooperative behavior because the 

cost of being non-cooperative would exceed the remaining revenues generated by the 

copyright license. 

The above analysis shows that it can be rational for an author to terminate a copyright grant 

even if the publisher signals non-cooperative behavior (compare case 2)). One can also see 

that the problem of information asymmetry may yield to terminations not being carried out as 
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to avoid conflicts, even though a publisher may be a cooperative type (case 3)). This case also 

reveals that a systematic threat for non-cooperative behavior as a reaction to copyright 

terminations can deter publishers from reacting aggressively. 

 

2.4.2 Legal uncertainty 

We can now introduce legal uncertainty by replacing the assumptions γ=1 ᴧ ci=0 through 

0<γ<1 ᴧ ci>0. Consider that under legal uncertainty the number of multiple cases increases 

compared to the environment with legal certainty as the exogenous variables ci and γ are taken 

into account additionally. Again we limit the analysis to cases of which we believe to be the 

most relevant ones. Note that the additional consideration of exogenous variables requires a 

refinement of Lemma 1: 

 

Lemma 2. i) (V+q*σ)/τ>0 if V(1-q)>cp-(1-γ)R. ii) If condition V>R((1-y)q+y)R-((1-

z)q+z)(γR+cp) is true then (V+q*σ)/τ>1. 

 

Proof. We can limit the proof for i) to V>-qσ because τ cancels out and therefore just need to 

substitute σ=(1-z)(γR+cP)-(1-y)R. Rearrangement yields the condition shown in i). However 

the proof of ii) requires τ=yR-z(γR+cP) as well because (V+q*σ)/τ>σ. Rearrangement yields 

the condition shown in i). ∎ 

 

We consider six cases in the legal uncertainty environment: Case 4) Both parties face high 

court costs which exceed their possible incomes, i.e. cP>R>V>0 and cA>T+M>L>0. Case 5) 

The court costs are below the participants possible incomes. However the judge favors the 

author and the author does not rely on a liaison with P. This implies for the parameters that 

γ→1, R> cP>V>0 and T+M>cA>L>0. Case 6) The parameter calibrations are almost equal to 

those in case 5) with the difference that the court now favors the publisher, i.e. γ→0. In the 

cases 7) and 8) it is hard for the parties to assess the decision of the judge because γ≈.5 

whereby R>cP>V>0. The cases differ such that in case 7) 0<cA<T+M<L the parameter 

liaison is predominant for the author and in case 8) 0<cA<L<T+M the parameters for 

alternative termination revenue streams and/or the moral value of regaining control over the 

copyright are predominant for the author. Note that the difference between cases 5) & 6) and 

case 8) lies in the avoidance of corner solutions in courts decisions in case 8) and in the matter 

of fact that in this case cA<L. In case 9) the court rather favors P what implies γ→0, but her 

revenue streams are close to the costs of litigation and this case is calibrated such that 
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R>cP>V>0. Furthermore T+M>L>cA>0 is calibrated such that the four exogenous 

parameters are closely related to each other, still satisfying the illustrated rank order. The 

following proposition presents the behavioral strategy combinations that characterize the PBE 

for each of the mentioned cases: 

 

Proposition 2. For given calibrations of the exogenous parameters and complying to 

Corollary 1, each mentioned case has the following PBE: 

 

 Case 4): {(0, 0),(0, 0), 0} 

 Case 5): {(1, 1),(1, 1), 1} 

 Case 6): {(0, 0),(1, 1), 1} 

 Case 7): {(V/τ, 0),(λ, μ), xp} where λ=xpy/(xpy+(1-xp)z) and μ=xp(1-y)/(xp(1-y)+(1-

xp)(1-y)) 

 Case 8): {(1, (τ-V)/σ),(λ, μ), xq} where λ=xqy/(xqy+(1-xq)z) and μ=xq(1-y)/(xq(1-y)+(1-

xq)(1-y)) 

 Case 9): {(1, 1),(1, 1), 1} 

 

Proof. To be followed; Lemma 1 & 2 can be used for argumentation. ∎ 

 

Under legal uncertainty the cases 4) - 6) show results where pure strategy equilibria exist. 

Case 4) clearly shows that extremely high court costs deter authors from terminating their 

grants even though the chances of prevailing at court are high. This is not be astonishing and 

it may be rather surprising in case 4) that the publisher prefers to be non-cooperative. A 

reasonable interpretation can be that P's anticipation of her opponent's behavior leads to a 

safety effect of sending a non-cooperative signal as to induce the author not to terminate at all 

if litigation is a consequence. 

Case 5) is rather straightforward: the judge strongly favors A who is more or less independent 

of the publisher as L is low. It seems as if P makes the best of her situation and avoids highly 

likely losses by paying court and reputation costs. Case 6) however is already less intuitive: 

even though the publisher has a cooperative attitude towards the author, she is not induced to 

terminate the copyright license. This equilibrium shows that favoring P may undermine 

termination incentives even though the environment is promising for A apart from the low γ. 

The cases 7) and 8) illustrate mixed strategy equilibria. Recall that in case 7) the value of the 

liaison exceeds the moral value and/or the termination revenue streams what is reversed in 
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case 8). The publisher can induce the author to choose non-terminating behavior with 

certainty if she mixes her strategy and A observes signal: non-cooperative. If A however 

observes a cooperative signal she will terminate the copyright grant with positive probability 

v/τ. This differs in the equilibrium of case 8) where the author's best response to P's mixing 

strategy is to terminate with certainty having observed a cooperative signal and to terminate 

with positive probability (τ-V)σ>0 otherwise. This result shows that P's mixing strategy may 

indeed impede the decision of A as she randomizes in either case as well; however we can see 

that there exists a positive tendency towards license termination the better the outside option 

(namely T+M) is. 

The result in case 9) has an interesting property: both players face court costs which are close 

to their incomes and the court favors P. This however does not deter A from choosing the 

termination strategy as she seems to anticipate the necessity for cooperative behavior of P. 

Even though the environment is rather favorable for P it seems as if non-cooperative is not 

profitable. The fact that A still terminates, being in the unfavorable position, shows how 

sensitive the outcomes of the game are with respect to the decision of P. 

Proposition 2 offers some important insights with respect to the effectiveness of the law: not 

surprisingly, highly motivated authors are more likely to terminate. However the results show 

as well that authors also require alternatives, i.e. funding sources from new contracts which 

we called termination revenue streams, especially in the shadow of legal uncertainty (compare 

cases 7) and 9)). The results also reveal that a judge's systematic preferential treatment of 

authors can help to induce copyright terminations (recall case 6)). However even this may not 

be sufficient to induce copyright terminations if authors are still strongly relying on the 

cooperation with a particular publisher (see case 8)). 

The results in Proposition 2 additionally demonstrate how sensitive the outcomes of the game 

are with respect to the choices of P. This implies that the environment of P plays an indirect 

but substantial role for the strategy choice of A as we have seen in case 10). The case has 

shown that even a poorly positioned author may terminate the copyright grant if she is able to 

anticipate that a publisher needs to react cooperatively. In addition, the result in case 4) 

proposes that extensively high court will, by intuition, deter authors from terminating but, 

contrary to initial intentions, foster the non-cooperative and aggressive behavior of publishers. 

 

3. Discussion 

The equilibrium analysis in the previous section reveals that the problems of incomplete 

information and legal uncertainty influence the behavior and decisions of the involved parties. 
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Comparative statics analysis helps us to show to which direction the parameters affect the best 

response functions of the players. Let p'=(V+q*σ)/τ denote the right hand side of (1) which 

compares the relation between p and p'. Recall that (4) and (7) compare xp and xq to x. 

If we consider p' first, comparative statics analysis reveals that ∂p'/∂R<0<∂p'/∂γ, ∂p'/∂cp, 

∂p'/∂V. This result shows that any increase of R decreases p' what is consistent with (1) as 

p>p' implies x=0 what consequently induces the publisher to behave more and more non-

cooperatively. It is straightforward that p' increases with γ, cp, and V because, regarding to (1), 

these negative factors induce her to behave rather cooperatively the higher the parameters are 

calibrated. 

Recall that we defined xj where jϵ{p, q} above. Using comparative statics we can state ∂xj/∂γ, 

∂xj/∂M, ∂xj/∂T<0<∂xj/∂L, ∂xj/∂cA. From (4) and (7) we know that an increase of xj makes it 

incrementally unattractive for the author to terminate the copyright license. This observation 

is supported by the comparative statics analysis as xj increases in the dependence of A on P 

(namely L) and whenever court costs increase (namely cA). On the contrary, the behavioral 

choice to terminate becomes more and more and more attractive the higher termination 

revenue streams and moral values (i.e. T & M) are and the more likely it is for A to prevail at 

court, i.e. if γ→1. 

 

 

To be followed: 

 comparative statics analysis of the signals 

 comparative statics analysis of the mixed equilibrium results in cases 7) and 8) 

 discussion on monitoring different skill cases relaxing Corollary 1 (y=1 & z=0; y=z; 

y<z) 

 there are two modifications on the agenda:  

o authors face information asymmetry/uncertainty problems about termination 

revenue streams 

o relax the "consistent beliefs about courts' decisions" assumption and replace by 

the "divergent expectations hypothesis" [where consistent beliefs can be 

modeled by setting beliefA=beliefP] (Posner 1973) 
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4. Conclusion 

This paper contributes to the ongoing debate on the effectiveness of the U.S. copyright 

termination law. A Bayesian updating model is used to set up a game-theoretical model which 

includes the problems of asymmetric information and legal uncertainty. From this model 

various perfect Bayesian equilibria, depending on parameter calibrations, are derived to 

consider the anticipatory interaction between authors and publishers as a reaction to possible 

terminations and non-cooperative behavior. Factors like the author-publisher relationship, 

termination revenue streams and intrinsic motivations are considered in this model as well as 

parameters like revenues and reputation costs which may be from importance to publishers. 

The results of this paper show that it can be rational for authors to terminate a copyright 

grants even if a publisher signals non-cooperative behavior. However, the problem of 

information asymmetry may prevent copyright terminations if authors fear a likely non-

cooperative behavior of their publishers. The propositions of the model show that high courts 

will not only deter authors from copyright terminations, but also increase the likelihood that 

publishers behave non-cooperatively. High intrinsic motivation and paying alternatives like 

attractive new contracts to authors may foster their incentives to terminate. Threats to 

publishers for non-cooperative behavior, which cause reputational losses, can induce them to 

react cooperatively to copyright license terminations. 

The paper argues that if additional legislation is unintended, transparency of the courts can 

help to draw a clear line between the parties. If copyright terminations are desired, the courts 

may systematically reject the work made for hire clause claims of publishers to induce 

copyright terminations and vice versa. Courts can guide the parties such that cooperative 

behavior is induced and/or that authors systematically terminate their copyright grants. 
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